Protective Rollcovers

Durable covers that protect your rollers against surface damage

Why Do You Need Your Rolls Covered?
- Protects rollers during installation, PM’s, storage, transportation or on a web line bypassed roll
- Fraction of the cost to refinish a damaged roller
- Keeps production rolling, increasing output
- Reusable, long lasting
- Light weight, easy to install
- Available in multiple sizes, colors, and materials
- Clear window system for easy identification

Data Window
See through 9”x12” window pocket allows quick and easy identification.

Full Covers
Completely covers the roll and can be manufactured in sections for rolls over 40” diameter or over 100” face length.

Half Covers
Half covers protect the top of the roll while being worked on or when the roll is being by passed in the line. Easy to maneuver in and out of a machine.

It's security you don’t want to be without!
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